Dear friends of Norman Dewis OBE,
It was with deep regret and sadness when we had to note and accept that Norman had to follow the Lord’s call home
last year. We lost a friend, the Father of the Jaguar Family , a Jaguar hero, a First Class Gentleman. We lost Norman
physically but we still have him in our hearts and minds.
On the 3rd of August this year he would have become a 100 years of age. This special birthday is reason and obligation
enough to celebrate and honour Norman. Myself, like so many, I had a very special relationship with Norman due to
the fact that I developed over a long period low dust brake pads together with a team of Jaguar. Since Norman
developed the brake disc system in his active Jaguar career there have been enough topics to discuss and laugh
together.
Norman was a Jaguar hero and had many positive skills and character traits. But mainly he was a First Class Gentleman.
I picked up this character trait and created a lovely high quality silk scarf to celebrate and honour Norman due to his
100rd birthday on the 3rd of August 2020 – to give back.
-

The scarf comes under the label “Norman Dewis OBE – The Gentleman Limited Edition”.
This special edition is limited to 98 scarves.
The scarf comes sewn on both sides in a high quality silk and measures about 1700 cm to 30 cm.
The selected colours are related to Jaguar car colours that have been popular in Norman´s time :
Westminster Blue, British Racing Green and Imperial Maroon Red. The colours have been scanned from cars and
converted into computer colours and appears printed on silk as they do on the pictures.

- The chassis of the scarf wears 98 signatures from Norman due to the 98 years that he reached.
- An optical frontier of the unique part of the scarf is made by a line made out of Norman's year numbers.
- Each of these 98 scarves is an unique product and singularly produced due to the realization of individual but
current running numbers from 1 up to 98.
- The scarves with number 51 to 98 come in the colour combination blue / red because its more noble and understated
for sure also elegant representing Norman´s second part of life.
The idea for this special celebration is that 98 gentlemen and ladies worldwide wear the scarf and light a candle all
together on the 3rd of August 2020 and salute Norman with an individual drink. Norman himself would prefer a Gin &
Tonic but no ice! Therefore the scarf will be delivered to you latest in the last week of July.
The price for your unique and singularly produced double side silk scarf will be 98 Euro plus 10 Euro shipping plus 19 % German VAT.
Please feel free to order your unique and individual high quality silk scarf and participate at the celebration on the 3rd
of August to honour Norman and let him feel our love and respect one more time. For sure the scarf will be also an
elegant accessory in your everyday life or at racing events like Goodwood.
Please send your contact and delivery details to norman-dewis-honouration@mcu-online.com
Please send the money up front. The invoice will come with the scarf.
Payment possibilities:
1) PAYPAL using email address: norman-dewis-honouration@mcu-online.com
2) bank transfer : Thomas Barth IBAN: DE52 6009 0700 0421 1260 00 BIC: SWBSDESS
reference: Norman Dewis silk scarf

